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Action requested

• The Meeting is invited to consider and provide 
guidance on the potential improvements to 
the BSII and the BSPI, regarding  
– calculating of the index
– improvements to the underlying data layers on 

human activities, pressures and ecosystem 
components (species/habitats)
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Considerations
Based on the outcome of HOD 52, the update is to consider:
- Checking and analysis of the sensitivity scoring
- Check the application of the layers on leisure boating, hydrological 

conditions, seal hunting, the estimated loss and disturbance of benthic 
habitats from bathing sites, dredging and disposal of dredged material

- The colour scheme of the map of the BSPI/BSII should be revised for a 
better understanding it would be good if low impact is light grey, so there 
is a smooth transition to white with no impact / no data

In addition, potential methodological improvements were 
presented and initially considered by S & C 7-2017
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Methodological improvements 
- calculation approach

• Different ways of calculating the impact will be compared to evaluate the 
robustness of the results (e.g. comparing sum and mean impact) 

• The supplementary report could show additional results calculated using 
both the sum and the mean, for comparison, and selected results for 
certain layers. 

• A map showing the impact results into different classes could be 
prepared, to enable evaluation of how large area are affected by a certain 
impact level. 

The above aspects can be further evaluated
• The Secretariat is developing a GIS-based tool to calculate the index. The 

method is foreseen to make it possible select among parameters and 
calculation methods, and hence review the results of the assessment
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Methodological improvements -
weighting of pressure layers

Issue: 
Currently, all pressure layers that are entered with equal impact. For 
example, hunting of seals has the same impact as physical loss.  
Improvement: 
Pressure layers could be weighted relative to each other to get a more 
realistic representation of their intensity
This approach can also be used to reflect differences between layers due to 
data issues; For example, if the extent of one layer is considered to be 
overestimated due to the method that was used to produce it, the weighting 
factor could be smaller. 
Implementation: 
Each aggregated pressure layer is assigned a weighting factor before being 
used in the index calculation. See also doc 5-3 for proposed way forward
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Other methodological improvements

Sensitivity scores
As there has been a comprehensive process to the sensitivity scores, no 
process is planned to re-evaluate the sensitivity scores, but individual scores 
could be re-evaluated based on well-argued feedback.

The main issues observed in relation to sensitivity scores are foreseen to be 
solved by the weighting approach (doc 5-3)
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Other methodological improvements
Contribution of human activities to the pressure and impacts
The HASPS II project calculates the relative contribution of different human 
activities data sets to the cumulative impact based on how much they 
contribute to the aggregated pressure layers in the BSII. The results may 
potentially be included in the updated supplementary report. This will be 
evaluated in spring 2018. 
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Other methodological improvements

Increasing the accuracy of data close to shoreline
Different datasets may have varying spatial distribution close to the shoreline, 
depending on the underlying data. All datasets will be inspected for the need 
of corrections and harmonization.

Color scheme of the index maps
Different color schemes will be tested. A color scheme will be searched that 
gives a smooth transition from low impact to high impact, a difference 
between low impact and no impact, and visualizes clearly areas with different 
values. 
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Update and improve the pressure and 
ecosystem component layers

Selected human activity/pressure layers will be further 
developed and fine-tuned, pending resources and taking into 
account the work and review by relevant working groups. 
• 12 human activities datasets will be further developed and in 

most cases also updated to 2016
• 3 aggregated pressure layers will have methodological fine-

tuning 
• 6 layers could be improved pending data availability 

Data layers will be available for review in shared workspace
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